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NBTI Degradation and Recovery in Analog
Circuits: Accurate and Efficient
Circuit-Level Modeling
K.-U. Giering , K. Puschkarsky , H. Reisinger, G. Rzepa, G. Rott ,
R. Vollertsen, T. Grasser, and R. Jancke

Abstract — We investigate the negative-bias temperature
instability (NBTI) degradation and recovery of pMOSFETs under continuously varying analog-circuit stress
voltages and thereby generalize existing digital-stress NBTI
studies. Starting from our ultrafast NBTI measurements and
an extensive TCAD analysis, we study two physics-based
compact models for analog-stress NBTI including recovery.
The high accuracy of both models is evidenced from singleFET analog-stress and circuit-level ring oscillator experiments. Their numerical efficiency allows direct coupling
to circuit simulators and permits to accurately account for
NBTI already during circuit design. Furthermore, one of
the models calculates the time-dependent NBTI variability
of single-FET and of circuit performance parameters. We
demonstrate our NBTI models on a ring oscillator and
calculate the mean drift and statistical distribution of its
oscillation frequency.
Index Terms — Acceleration, aging, MOSFET circuits,
MOSFETs, stress measurement, stress.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ECOVERY is a characteristic trait of the negative-bias
temperature instability (NBTI) mechanism [1]–[3] and
distinguishes it from many other transistor degradation mechanisms. However, modeling the (partial) decrease in NBTI
degradation during phases of low stress is a considerable
challenge. From a circuit designer perspective, investigating
this feature in detail is desirable for several reasons. On the
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one hand, an accurate analog-stress NBTI model allows the
controlled reduction of margins away from costly over-designs
of analog circuits. Naturally, analog-stress models can also
be used in digital design, as the digital signals can deviate
from an idealized two-level shape, and features such as overshoots or finite signal edges can have an impact on the NBTIinduced drift of gate delay times and other gate characteristics.
On the other hand, an accurate NBTI model is essential
in circuit topologies that rely on matching FETs. Imagine
a differential pair circuit subject to NBTI-induced drifts 1
and 2 of its constituent FETs. Conservative degradation
models can provide worst case bounds A and B such that
0 ≤ 1 ≤ A and 0 ≤ 2 ≤ B. The resulting estimate of the
NBTI-induced mismatch |1 − 2 | ≤ max{A, B} is usually
prohibitively large, as designers expect the mismatch to be
much smaller than single-FET drifts A, B. Notice that such
models cannot bound the mismatch to |A − B|. One reason
for the unattractive estimate is the lack of a lower bound on
1 , 2 better than just 0. Such issues are resolved by NBTI
models that fully account for recovery.
Worst case NBTI models traditionally consider timeindependent stress voltages [4]. Further empirical models,
in parts proposed for hot carrier degradation (HCI) hot carrier
degradation, still, neglect NBTI recovery but improve the
degradation bound by accounting for time-dependent stress
voltages [5]–[7]. Models including recovery were first proposed for digital stress voltages, such models use capture–
emission time (CET) maps [2], [8] or otherwise exploit the
fact that the stress voltage takes on only two values [9]–[11].
In the CET map framework, periodic digital stress results in
a closed-form solution [12]. Furthermore, it has been shown
that stress patterns with a complicated periodic structure have
an efficient numerical solution [13]. In analog circuits, the
continuous stress voltage levels necessitate a more complex
model of the defect dynamics: the differential equation of the
Markov two-state NBTI model [2] has an efficient numerical solution for periodic analog stress voltages [14]–[16]. A
complementary approach parametrizes the gate–source voltage
(Vgs) dependence of CET maps [8] and traces an occupancy
map during analog-stress [17].
Here, we discuss two accurate NBTI compact models
including NBTI recovery for analog design [18], [19], and
we compare their application focus. The present analog-stress
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study combines the results of experiments, TCAD simulations
and the compact modeling approaches. After summarizing
our methods, we compare experimental and theoretical results
on the NBTI aging of single transistors due to analog gate–
source voltages. One of the analog-stress NBTI models was
already validated against single-FET measurements, and its
application to a differential pair (without a validation) was
shown [18]. Here, we go several steps further and finally
validate the models also against circuit-level (ring oscillator)
experiments; moreover, we provide an error estimation of our
NBTI predictions, and we give a detailed comparison of the
defect-centric and the nondefect-centric NBTI models. We
finally demonstrate how our model provides access to the
NBTI variability of analog circuits.
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Fig. 1. Two-state defects undergo transitions between a neutral state
“1” and a positively charged state “2” with (mean) capture time τc and
emission time τe . These defect-specific times sensitively depend on gate
voltage and on temperature. Charging state “2” contributes to NBTI aging.

II. T ECHNICAL A PPROACH

A. Experimental Setup
Both single-FET measurements and ring oscillator measurements were performed on production quality MOSFETs of a
130-nm technology with a 2.2-nm-thick plasma-nitrided gate
oxide. Single-FET measurements on pMOSFETs with analogstress patterns were performed using the ultrafast measure–
stress–measure (MSM) technique [20] with a measurement
delay of 1 μs. Different analog-stress patterns (digital AC,
sine, sawtooth, and inverse sawtooth) at a frequency of 0.5 and
2 kHz were applied at a stress temperature of T = 125 ◦ C
and maximum stress voltages of Vhigh = −2.8V.
Furthermore, we use two different ring oscillators (INV
and NOR) to study the impact of NBTI on a circuit. The
ring oscillators are placed between heater stripes to accelerate
degradation with temperature and avoid the need for heating
the chuck, which enables fast in-line measurements at the
process control monitor. The experimental sequence includes
frequency measurements before as well as after stress at
operation voltage (room and stress temperature). After the
temperature reaches the target temperature, the stress bias is
applied and the frequency at stress voltage is measured in situ
during stress without any introduced recovery. In addition,
the frequency measurements at operation conditions before
and after stress serve as a reference for the first frequency
read-out at stress conditions.
B. TCAD Modeling of NBTI
The extraction of defect properties and the simulation
of defect kinetics with TCAD tools [21], [22] enable the
parametrization and verification of the defect centric compact
simulations presented in this paper. For the extraction of
defect properties, we use extensive NBTI data measured on
devices with large gate areas to obtain the mean degradation
which holds information on a large ensemble of defects.
The extended MSM (eMSM) scheme is usually applied here
because the measurement cycles with stress phases followed
by extended recovery phases for up to 100 ks comprise
detailed information of both degradation and recovery [23].
Typically, two dominant degradation mechanisms are reported
for such NBTI experiments: 1) charging and discharging of
preexisting oxide defects, causing a recoverable shift which

Fig. 2. Visualization of the CET maps in the NBTI DS model (left) and the
approach of fitting to a CET map ansatz function (right). The dimension of
the z -axis is mV. The white rectangles mark the windows of experimental
characterization.

can be described by the four-state nonradiative multiphonon
(NMP) model [2] and 2) a more permanent degradation
which is probably due to hydrogen relocation in the nearinterfacial region. Due to its complexity, the latter is modeled phenomenologically with a simple double-well (DW)
model [24]. The distributions of the parameters of these two
models are then optimized to obtain one set of defects which
gives consistent results for all experiments with different stress
times, temperatures, and voltages conducted on the technology
of interest and is in line with physical values obtained from
ab initio studies [25].

C. Compact Modeling of NBTI
The NBTI two-state Markov model projects out metastable
defect states and considers uncoupled oxide (NMP) and interface (DW) defects to cause NBTI aging (see [2]). Each
defect occupies either an electrically neutral or a positively
charged state, and transitions between the two states occur
with characteristic capture and emission times that depend on
Vgs , temperature, and defect properties (Fig. 1). The threshold
voltage shift Vth results from a change of the oxide electric
potential due to charged defects, and its (mean) value reads

Vth(t) =
ηk × (wk (t) − wk (t0 ))
(1)
k

with wk (t) the probability that defect k is charged at time t,
and ηk its Vth contribution.
The properties of the contributing defects play an essential
role. We account for their distribution by two distinct models:
on the one hand, we employ a database with defect properties
obtained in a TCAD analysis of experimental NBTI data
(defect sampling model, DS). On the other hand, we model
the “collective” defect behavior by a fit of experimentally
obtained CET maps to an ansatz function (CET map-based
model, CB). Both models calculate the mean Vth independently but are calibrated to the same experimental data set.
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF THE D EFECT S AMPLING AND CET M AP -B ASED NBTI C OMPACT M ODELS TO THE TCAD R EFERENCE . I N THE S IMULATION
E FFORT C OLUMN , E XAMPLE T IME C ORRESPONDS TO C ALCULATING 100 KS OF S INE S TRESS (100 MH Z ) ON S INGLE -C ORE H ARDWARE . T HE
FAST PARAMETRIZATION OF THE CB M ODEL A LLOWS I TS A PPLICATION TO A L ARGE N UMBER OF T RANSISTOR T YPES . T HE A DDITIONAL
E XPERIMENTAL E FFORT FOR THE PARAMETRIZATION OF THE DS M ODEL E NABLES THE C ALCULATION OF NBTI VARIABILITY. U SING
T IME -D EPENDENT D EFECT S PECTROSCOPY I NFORMATION OR E STIMATING M EAN D EFECT S TEP H EIGHTS η, P REDICTION OF NBTI
VARIABILITY W ITH THE CB M ODEL I S C URRENTLY S TUDIED

Fig. 3. Analog-stress MSM experiments periodically apply one of the four stress patterns: sine, sawtooth, inverse sawtooth, and digital AC (a to d,
left). The stress voltage oscillates between the values Vl ≤ −Vgs ≤ Vh . Right (three plots): the MSM ΔVth recovery curves after four stress durations
10−2 , 100 , 102 , and 104 s (bottom up in the plots) show a good agreement between experimental data (symbols), TCAD results (thick dashes),
and compact model results (Solid: defect-sampling model. Dashed lines: CET-map based). The present setup uses a stress frequency of 2 kHz,
a temperature of 125 ◦ C, and stress voltages between Vl = 0.5 V and Vh = 2.8 V.

Both models assume a periodic Vgs (t). In applications, stress
patterns can also feature multiple periodicities on different
time scales, corresponding to, e.g., different IC power states,
day–night cycles, and mission profile requirements; the DS
model efficiently calculates also the effect of such patterns
[13]. Table I compares both approaches to TCAD, Fig. 2
compares an exemplary CET map for the two models.
1) NBTI Compact Model Based on Defect Sampling: To be
more specific, the DS model employs a TCAD-generated
database that discretizes the dependence of the capture and
emission time constants τc , τe on Vgs and temperature ϑ for
∼ 104 technology-characteristic defects (see Section II-B). For
each defect, we then solve the differential equation governing
the time evolution of the occupation probability wk
ẇ(t) = a(t)w(t) + b(t)
w(t0 ) = w0

(2)

with a(t) = −τe−1 (t) − τc−1 (t) and b(t) = τc−1 (t), using a
numerically efficient algorithm [14]. Notice that the coefficients in the above-mentioned equation depend on the FET’s
stress signal t → Vgs (t) and, therefore, are time dependent.
The sum in (1) provides the time-dependent shifts Vth(t) for
each pFET in the investigated circuit.
2) NBTI Compact Model Based on CET Maps: The CB
approach rewrites the sum in (1) in terms of CET maps [2], [8].

Measurements on wide FETs with a large number of defects
allow a fast parametrization of these maps [17], replacing the
single time constants of each individual defect by an analytical
form of the capture and emission time map [see Fig. 2(b)] [8].
With the temperature-accelerated MSM (TA-MSM) technique,
the temperature and stress voltage dependence of the CET
maps can be obtained with very low measurement effort, and
one activation energy map (AEM) is used to describe all
dependencies [17]. The stress signal is approximated by a
digital stress pattern for NV stress voltages, and the charging
and discharging of the defects are described analogously to
the charging function of a single RC element [12], eq. (2).
Furthermore, the defect occupancy is described in a closed
stress-time- and frequency-independent form [19]. The threshold voltage shift contributed from each NV differential AEMs
is calculated as the integral of all defects being charged up to
the stress time and not yet discharged at the recovery time. The
total threshold voltage shift is then the sum over all threshold
voltage shifts of the NV discrete stress voltages. A detailed
description of the model can be found in [19].

D. HCI Empirical Model
Furthermore, to estimate the full degradation in the ring
oscillator experiments, the effect of hot carrier stress on carrier mobility is independently considered using the empirical
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Fig. 4. Threshold voltage shift during analog stress. We compare the DS model results on ΔVth (solid line) to their TCAD reference (dashed line),
for the first five periods of the stress phase. For all four stress patterns, both methods are in excellent agreement. The calculations use a stress
frequency of 500 Hz, a temperature of 125 ◦ C, and voltage values Vl = 0.5 V and Vh = 2.8 V.

model proposed by Takeda and Suzuki [26] with a polynomial
covering the gate-voltage dependence [27].
III. E XPERIMENTAL M ODEL VALIDATION
The NBTI compact models were calibrated to measurements at time-independent stress voltages, using a large number of combinations of Vgs and temperature. We validate
our model by comparing to additional NBTI measurement
results: in a first step to single FETs under time-dependent
stress voltages, in the second step to a whole ring oscillator
circuit.

A. Single FETs Under Analog Stress
Our MSM experiments apply the analog Vgs patterns of
Fig. 3 (left), namely, a sine, sawtooth, inverse sawtooth, and
digital pattern, during four different stress times (10−2 to 104 s)
and then measure the NBTI relaxation. Fig. 3 (right) shows the
good agreement between the measurement results (symbols)
and the compact models (solid and dashed lines) as well as
the TCAD simulation (thick dashes).
Although the degradation during the NBTI stress is experimentally inaccessible in the ultrafast measurement setup, we
compare the predictions of the DS compact model to the
more fundamental TCAD simulation. Fig. 4 shows the results
for the first five stress periods and an excellent agreement.
Fig. 5 displays in detail the relative Vth difference between
TCAD and DS model simulations for the first 104 to 105
stress periods, separately for the fast NMP (left) and the
slow DW defects (right). Increasing the time discretization
of the stress pattern from ∼ 100 (dashes) to ∼ 200 points
per period (solid lines) pushes the error to essentially below
5%. Presumably, the error is even much lower if the compact model and TCAD use exactly the same stress pattern
discretization scheme (linear grid plus logarithmic grid near
discontinuities of the stress pattern). The DW defects at small
stress times (shaded region) show a larger deviation, but their
Vth contribution is very small then; their Vth contributions
larger than 1 mV have an error < 5% as well. The high
accuracy of the DS model comes with the advantage of a few
seconds versus several hours (TCAD) runtime for 104 stress
periods.

Fig. 5. Threshold voltage shift for 104 and 105 analog-stress periods
[patterns of Fig. 3 (left)]. The plots show the relative difference between
the TCAD and the DS compact model results for the NMP defects (left)
and the DW defects (right). Symbols mark the considered stress times.
Whereas the time discretization of the stress pattern with ∼ 100 samples
(dashes) has a larger error, ∼ 200 samples per period (solid lines)
push the error to essentially below 5 . Besides high-accuracy relative
to TCAD, the DS model furthermore has the advantage of a few seconds
versus several hours (TCAD) runtime for 104 stress periods.



B. Ring-Oscillator Aging
We further validate the NBTI models for the use in circuit
simulators with ring oscillator frequency measurements at
accelerated stress conditions. Simulations are performed with
the previously described NBTI and HCS models integrated
into the Spectre circuit simulator. To observe a measurable
change in the ring oscillator frequency, we stress at a temperature of T = 175◦C and at Vdd = 2.4 V, which is way
above the use conditions of Vdd ≤ 1.5 V. The resulting ring
oscillator stress patterns are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b). For
each type of ring oscillator, eight fresh chips are measured
and all measurement traces are shown in Fig. 7. Already after
a short stress time (increase in Vdd to the stress voltage),
the ring oscillator frequency during the first in situ readout decreases. Therefore, measurements and simulation at use
condition before and after stress are used to determine the
frequency f (t = 0) at Vdd = 2.4 V for the unstressed ring
oscillator, which is then used as a reference for the in situ
frequency read-outs. The obtained initial ring oscillator mean
frequencies and standard deviations at stress conditions are
630 ± 10 MHz and 990 ± 15 MHz for the NOR and INV ring
oscillator, respectively. Note that ring oscillator frequencies
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Fig. 6. Sketch of the schematic (left) and plot of the time-dependent
pFET stress voltages Vgs , Vds (right) for the 17 stages (a) INV and
(b) NOR ring-oscillator. Inset in the top-right plot: voltage overshoot in
the oscillation pattern.

are very sensitive to FET variability. Variability of the initial
frequencies is mainly due to different test chip positions on
the wafer. Measurement uncertainty is 0.1 MHz.
The relative frequency decrease for the in situ measurements
(open circles) during stress at Vdd = 2.4 V and T =175 ◦ C
and the corresponding simulation results (lines) are shown in
Fig. 7 on the left for the NOR and for the INV ring oscillator
on the right. The frequency decrease due to the aging of the
INV ring oscillator is clearly lower than that of the NOR ring
oscillator for all stress times. This is due to the design of the
two ring oscillators with the number and position of the aged
transistors influencing the frequency: the NOR gate contains
two stacked pMOS and two nMOS, whereas the INV gate
consists only of one pMOS and one nMOS. After 1000 s of
stress, the NOR and INV ring oscillator frequency decreased
by 1.65% ± 0.05% and 0.79% ± 0.03%, average and sigma of
all eight chips, respectively. In addition, the effect of the aged
MOSFETs is even more enhanced switching back (switching
time: ∼ 1 ms) to use conditions Vdd = 1.5 V (at T = 175 ◦ C),
showing a frequency shift of 3.8 ± 0.2% and 2.2 ± 0.1%, for
the NOR and INV ring oscillator, respectively, in accordance
with simulations. Both NOR ring oscillator and INV ring
oscillator are sensitive to NBTI degradation, HCS is nearly
negligible due to a low Vgs /Vds crossing point for the NOR as
well as the INV ring oscillator stress pattern (compare voltage
intersections in Fig. 6(a) and (b). For the sake of completeness,
even though HCS is nearly negligible for these circuits and
stress conditions, we account for HCS (blue dashed lines).
First findings indicate that the actual degradation is less than
the addition of the single effects [28], but due to the low HCS
component, this is not the focus of this paper.
We compare three NBTI simulations to the measurements: the DS and CB models (accounting for recovery,
see Section II-C) and an empirical model without recovery
(Vgs and T dependent power law, measurement delay 1μs).
In addition, we simulate the frequency decrease due to HCS.
As seen in Fig. 7, both recovery models, the CB (dashed
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Fig. 7. Measurements of the relative frequency change over stress time
in comparison with simulations for three different NBTI models for the
NOR ring oscillator (left) and the INV ring oscillator (right). Measurements
of eight chips are shown as open circles, lines correspond to simulation
with the models. The simulated frequency shift solely due to NBTI is
shown as dashed green lines (pure NBTI including recovery, CB dark
green, DS bright green) and solid lines (NBTI and HCS with recovery: CB
red, DS orange, and dashed dark red line corresponds to the empirical
model disregarding recovery). The frequency shift solely due to HCS is
indicated with blue dotted lines. Measurements and simulation with both
NBTI recovery models show a very good agreement for all measured
stress times.

dark green lines) and DS (dashed bright green lines) model,
show a very good agreement with the measurement data.
The dependence on stress time as well as the magnitude is
perfectly covered by both NBTI recovery models and shows
the applicability of single transistor aging models to circuit
aging simulations. The differences between the two models
are small: the NBTI induced frequency shift of the CB model
(red line) lies slightly above the DS model (orange line) but
with very similar dependence on the stress time. In contrast,
the empirical model disregarding NBTI recovery (dashed dark
red lines) overestimates the frequency shift by a factor of two
for both ring oscillators (see Fig. 7). This demonstrates the
necessity for an accurate recovery model. Hence, our NBTI
models accounting for recovery strongly improve the accuracy
of circuit aging simulations.
IV. NBTI VARIABILITY AND R ING -O SCILLATOR AGING
Our defect-sampling model allows to calculate the full
distribution function [18] of the NBTI-induced ring oscillator
frequency decrease, beyond the mean decrease calculated in
the previous section. For simplicity, we focus on the NOR
ring oscillator, and we neglect the small HCI contribution,
parasitics, and additional load gates in the circuit.
NBTI variability results from fluctuations in the density
of NBTI-relevant defects as well as in the defect properties.
We calculate the NBTI variability in a Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation with Poisson distributed defect numbers and exponentially distributed step heights [29]–[31]. Each NOR gate
in the oscillator comprises two pFETs, one of them (M16) is
exposed to constant stress Vgs = Vdd and the other one (M17)
to the oscillating pattern of Fig. 6. Fig. 8 (left) shows the Vth
distribution after different oscillator operation times in the
range of 10 to 105 s (left to right). Employing 105 MC samples
resolves the Vth distributions up to four standard deviations
away from the mean, and Vth turns out to be normally

GIERING et al.: NBTI DEGRADATION AND RECOVERY IN ANALOG CIRCUITS
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Fig. 8. Simulation of NBTI variability for the NOR ring oscillator at 170 ◦ C and 2.4 V, using the DS model: NBTI variability leads to a distribution of
threshold voltage shifts for the two pFETs M16 and M17 within each NOR gate, depending on operation time 101 , 102 , 103 , 104 , 105 s (from left to
right in the leftmost plot). The Vth shifts cause an increase in the delay of each single NOR gate (second plot). This results in a distribution of the
ring oscillator period T depending on operation time (third plot), which is well approximated by a normal distribution (inset plot). As calculated before,
the distribution’s mean μ shifts to longer periods with increasing stress time, whereas its root-mean-square deviation σ levels off at large stress time
(rightmost plot). While the broadening of the ΔVth distributions seems to be unbounded (left plot), the spread of the period durations T is bounded
from above (right plot).

distributed in that range. A spice-level simulation provides
the delay of a single NOR gate as a function of M16 and
M17 Vth shifts (second plot in Fig. 8). From that information,
the distribution of the period T of the 17 stages ring oscillator
is calculated, for operation times 10 to 105 s (third plot). The
inset shows that the relative shift of T is essentially normally
distributed in a wide range. Whereas the mean shift μ of
T increases with operation time, the broadening σ of the
distribution levels off (right plot).
V. C ONCLUSION
We compared compact and TCAD models for NBTI
including recovery. Even though the models have a simple
parametrization from constant-stress MSM experiments, they
correctly predict the analog-stress experimental results for
single FETs and for entire circuits. From our analysis, we estimate that the DS model error for nonnegligible degradation is
below 5%. The compact model complexity is linear in the
number of pFETs and in the number of single-FET stressperiod time samples. However, in contrast to the TCAD
reference, the compact model complexity is independent of
the stress time such that lifetime studies (several years of
stress time) can be simulated as fast and accurately as shorttime stress. The NBTI simulation runs equally fast as nominal
Spice simulations and applies also to large analog circuits: the
presently simulated circuits consist of ∼ 300 pFETs in the
ring oscillator, additional load gates, and frequency dividers.
The simulation with a model disregarding NBTI recovery
overestimates the oscillator frequency reduction by a factor of
two and emphasizes the significance of the presented compact
models. Our future work on Spice-level NBTI models includes
accounting for the metastable defect states [2], [32], [33] as
well as for the NBTI Vds dependence.
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